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1INTRODUCTION
In 1895 Frobenius* proved that the Barter of subgroups of any given
order of a group whose order is a power of a prime number, p, is congruent
to unity (mod p). Shortly afterward G. A. Miller* proved that in such a
$roup, say of order p m, there always exist abelian subgroups of order pa ,
where
a(a - 1)
-— - < m, (i)
2
o
and about ten years later he extended Frobenius 1 theorem by showing that
am
for all prime-power orders up to and including p , a being defined as the
largest integer satisfying" the inequality (D, tne subgroups of a group of
order p m fall into two classes which may be enumerated with respect to the
modulus p, namely, the abelian subgroups, the number of which is congruent
oo unioy (mod p), and the non-abelian subgroups, the number of which is eon'
gruent to zero (mod p).
Miller's proof of this theorem rests essentially on the fact that ev-
ery invariant abelian subgroup of order p n, in a group of order p m, is con-
V e r al lg e me i ne r ung des Sylow'sohen Satzes,™ Berliner S it z un^j sb e r i c ht e
(1395), p. 989.
Messenger of Math. (1897), v. 27, p. 119.
^Messenger of Math. (1906), v. 36, p. 79.

2tained in at least one invariant abelian subgroup of order p n+1 , provided
n < a.
Tne validity of this latter statement is most directly seen, perhaps, if
one follows the proof of the theorem quoted above, as to the existence of
abelian subgroups of certain orders, which is suggested in Hilton's Finite
Groups*. This proof, while based fundamentally oq the idea whicn underlies
Miller's proof, brings out more directly the existence not only of abelian
subgrouos of the orders mentioned but of invariant abelian subgroups, each
contained in an invariant abelian subgroup of the next higher prime-power
order.
Either forsn of the proof of this existence theorem admits modification
so as to prove the following:
A iroup of order p m , where p is a prime, whose central is of order p
x
,
OL
contains an invariant abelian subgroup of order p , provided
a(a - 1) x{x - 1)
I ~ i
m (2)
However, for x > 1 it no longer follows directly from the proofs re-
ferred to that every invariant abelian subgroup of order p
n
is contained
in an invariant abelian subgroup of order p , provided
n < a.
Consequently, when a is defined by the inequality (2), ror x > 1, p x being
the order of the central, it cannot be said, without furtner proof, that
tne number of abelian subgroups of order p is congruent to unity (mod p).
*k. Hilton, Finite Groups, oxford, (iqos), p. 143, bxs. 17, is, 19.

3It therefore remains open to question whether for every order for
which there exists an invariant abelian subgroup of a group of prime-power
order, the total number of these is congruent to unity (mod p), and whether,
indeed, tnere may not exist abelian subgroups of an order, p n , such that
there are no invariant abelian subgroups of order p n at all.
The first of these questions is answered in the negative by the pres-
ent paper; the second question remains unanswered.
The writer is indebted to Frofesscr G. A. Miller for an example of a
group of order p m , having exactly two abelian subgroups of order pm
~ 2
. The
manner of constructing such a group will be clear from the properties of
groups coming under Case II (a) ± in the sequel. This example furnished the
starting point for an investigation of the possible number of abelian sub-
groups of index p
2 in a group of order pm , to the presentation of which
this paper is devoted. It is shown that, except tor groups coming under
the above mentioned Oase II (a)*, groups of order p* contain always, a num-
ber of abelian subgroups of index p 2 which is congruent to unity (mod p),
when different from zero.
It is well-known and quite readily proved that the number of abelian
subgroups of index p in a non-abelian group of order p m is
0, 1, or p + 2.
Indeed if there is more than one such subgroup, the cross-cut of any two
must be of order p ~ and must be the central of the group. But a group
whose central is of index p 2 clearly contains exactly p + 1 abelian sub-
groups of index p. This theorem is used very much and without explicit
mention.

For convenience in the determination of the possible numbers of abelian
subsrouDS of index p
z in a non-abelian group of order p m , the non-abelian
groups of order p m are divided as follows:
Groups containing no abelian subgroup of index p.
Groups generated by no two invariant abelian subgroups of
index p (Cases I, III).
Groups generated by two invariant abelian subgroups of index
p
2 (Case II).
Groups containing 1 or p + 1 abelian subgroups of index p (Case
IV).
The results obtained by the consideration of these various cases are
summarized in a series of theorems at the conclusion of the paper.

5CASE I
No Abelian Subgroup of Index p, Gpm Contains Mors
Than One Abelian Subgroup op Index p
2
, but is Generated by
No Two op These.
Under the hypothesis characterizing this case, any two abelian sub-
groups of index p 2 , say H t and H 2, must have a cross-cut, C, of order p
m ~ 3
;
for, otherwise, these two abelian subgroups would generate Gpm. H 1 and H 2
are then contained in a non-abelian subgroup, G^m-i, and this subgroup con-
tains exactly p + 1 abelian subgroups of order ,o m~ 2,
Any two and all of the #'s have the common cross-cut, C. This abelian sub-
group, 0, of index p 3 under Gpm, is the central of the subgroup, £ m-i.
Let us now suppose that there exists still another abelian subgroup,
J, of index p z under Gp m. The cross-cut of J with Gpm is of order p
m~ 3
,
and its cross-cut with each of tne # T s is also of order pm
~ 3
. Therefore
its cross-cut with g-a-i must be the subgroup, 0, which, as already noted,
is the central of Gpm-i. Since J is abelian the operators of are then
commutative with every operator of Gpm; chat is, C is tne central of G a.
Now if a group, Gpm, whose central, C, is of order pm
~ 3
,
contains no
abelian subgroup of index p, the central quotient group can contain no oper
ator of order p 2 . Moreover to every subgroup of order p in the central quo
tient group there corresponds an abelian subgroup of index p . We may
therefore state the foregoing results onus:
Theorem. If a group Gv m, p a prime, contains more than one abelian
subgroup of index p 2 , no two of these, however, being such as to generate

oit, and if, moreover, G^m contains no abelian subgroup of index p, then the
number of abelian subgroups of index p contained in G^m, is p + 1 or
p
2 + p + 1, according as the central of G^m is of index greater than, or
equal to p ,

CASE II
No Abelian Subgroup op Indk:: y». Gp m Generated
by Two Invariant Abelian Subgroups of Index
f.
Let the two invariant abelian subgroups which generate § « be H and K.
The cross-cut of H and K is of order p m ~ , and each of its operators is com-
mutative with every operator of G
p
m. The central of G
p
m cannot, however,
contain operators outside this cross-cut, under the hypothesis that G^a con-
tains no abelian subgroup of index ,o. This cross-cut, of order p
m~ 4
is
therefore the central, C, of Gp m, and we write H z {c,h ±,h^, K = {c,k 1} k 2}.
The com/nut at or subgroup of G
p
m, since it lies both in H and in I, lies
in C. The central quotient group is therefore abelian, and of order p
4
.
Case II may at first be divided into three subcases, namely:
H K
(a) - and - both non-cyclic:
C G
H K
(b) - and - both cyclic;
C C
E . K(bM - cyclic, - non-cyclic.
C G
The latter case, (B'), as we shall now show, implies that Gp m has an
abelian subgroup of index p and is therefore not compatible with the whole
of our hypothesis for Case II. ?Je may suppose that h 2 corresponds to an
operator of order p in and that h ± = h\. By hypothesis, k\ and k\ are
both in C. Let us suppose that;
-l
Then
k~1 -h 2k\ - s
p h z - h 2 , and s
p
= 1.

8Moreover
k-1
1hp 1 = s*hl = ftf.
That is, fti is commutative with h-^ and similarly, k^. is commutative with h^.
Therefore {o,k 1J k 2h^ is abelian, of index p.
We have then to consider merely cases II (a), and II (b) .
Reduction of the Subcases under II (a), II (b).
The further subdivision of the eases II (a), II (b) will be made to de-
pend upon the order of the commutator subgroup and the relation of its oper-
ators to h ± , h 2 , k ± , k 2 . For the sake of brevity we shall introduce the
notation
to denote that s 1 is the commutator of h ± , k ± , that s 2 is the commutator of
h 2 , k ± , that s 3 is the commutator of h ± , k 2 , and that s4 is the commutator
of h 2 , k 2 .
In what immediately follows we shall show that by a suitable choice of
the operators h ± , h 2 in H, and of the operators k ± , k 2 in K, and a corres-
ponding choice of the generators of the commutator subgroup we may always
reduce the relations between these operators of E and K and their commuta-
tors to one of the following standard forms.
Case II (a). In this case the central quotient group is of type
(1,1,1,1) and the commutators are all of order p.
Case II (a^. The commutator subgroup of order p4 .

9{s.,,s ,s ,s \ is of type {1,1,1,1), order p4 .
Cass II (a) 2 . The commutator subgroup of order
*l k2
(a) S 2
S 2 S 4
k 1 *2
(b) hi Si
h 2 s 2 s 4
{s^s^s^ is of type (1,1,1), order p 3 .
We assume here that p is an odd prime and treat the case, p = 2, separ
ately.
Casb II (a) 3 . The commutator subgroup of order p
z
.
[v a quadratic non-residue
(mod p)]
(a)
(b)
S
l S 2
S 2 S l
s 2 s ±

10
^1 ^2
(o) h
± 1 3
s 2 a
/<? <? ) is of tvoe (2.2). order d 2
We again assume that p is an odd prime and treat the cass p = 2 separ-
atsl v.
Case II (a) 4 . The commutator subgroup of order p.
s 2
2 s
{s} is the cyclic group of order p.
Case II (b) . Here G
p
n
.
{c, h 2,k 2} f where h 2 , k 2 , correspond to
H K
operators in -, - respectively, of
G C
order p 2 . We may take h ± = h 2 , and k ± =
, p
R 2-
If the commutator subgroup is of order p, then
k 2
x
h 2k 2 = sh 2 , where s p = 1,
Therefore
k 2
lfl
2k 2 • •$** - *i.
k 2~ }l 2 }i 2 ~ h 2'
That is, k ± and k 2 are both commutative with h 1} Therefore {c, k ±, k 2 , is
abslian, index p, contrary to hypothesis.
If the commutator subgroup is of order p
2
, then

11
where s is of order p 2 . Therefore we have
k = k *2
h . = 1
{s} is the eye lie $roup of order p .
It now remains to accomplish, as promised, the reductions for case II
(a) .
II (a)
1 .
Clearly, here however h
± ,
h
2 ,
k
± ,
k
2 are taken, since
the four commutators s 2 , s Q , s 4 generate an abelian group, type {1,1,1,1
of order p 4 , they must be independent generators.*
II (a)
2
. Both for the purpose of this case, and for that of case
II (a) 3 we may note, first of all, that if in neither H nor K can be found
an operator having p conjugates under G^m, then, however h lf h 2 , k lf tz 2
may be taken, we have
*2 si
where each of the operators s'lf s'2 , s'3 , s'4 is a power of each other, thus
requiring that the commutator subgroup be of order p. Therefore in either
case II (a) 2 , or case II (a) 3 we can find k ± in K, say, so that we have
*It is possible to think of this as a oonsequeaoe of the general theo-
rem that the number of independent generators of a prime-power group is an
invariant of the group. Miller, Trans. Amer. Math. SOC. , vol. 16, p. 21.
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where {s^s^ is of type order p 2 .
In ease II (a) 2 , now in hand, since by hypothesis the commutator sub-
group is of order p 3 , either the commutator of h ±J k 2 or the commutator of
h
2 ,
k 2 must lie outside {s ± ,
s
2}. Without loss of generality, we may assume
it to be the latter, or s 4 . Therefore we have
s 2 s 4
where {s 1,s 2 ,
s
4} is abelian, type (2,2,2), order p
3
,
and s^:, s g , s4 are in-
dependent generators of this group.* <j lies in {s lf s 2 , s 4}.
Suppose first that <j = s^. Then we have
s 2^s 4
Denoting fe^\ s 2\ by ft£, s£, s 2 , respectively, and k ±^k 2 , s 2*s 4 , by
ft', s'. resoect ively, we have
2 4
fe' k'
*Cf. Footnote, p. ft.

"1 2
i>inc6 no aiDD 1 ?< hi
l
y can arise therefrom, we snaii nerean&er accompiisn
such changes in the generating operators h
x ,
h b "h o o o ©
2 f 1* 2* 6 1> & 2' & 3-> S4>
without the use of primes as above. We shall say therefore, briefly, that
*1 *2
X
s i
S 2 S 4
reduces by a proper choice of the generating opordbUI S OI L11S SUDSrOUpS 111—
volved to
*1 fe 2
Si 1
S 2 S 4
x
Similarly, if a = s 4 , we have
*t k 2
S lS i
* 1
h 2 S-2
X
•3*
nr atfain fbv change of notation)
*1 *•
** S l 1
S 2 s 4
If a = s\ we have
*1 *2
S l S 2
ft 2
X
S 2
X
S 4

or,
Xi X4
,
Ir a = Si s 4 we have
fit1 2
S l S 2
S 2 S 4
14
,X 4
l
sx lsx 4
1 4
o>-4
or, substituting a ne.7 notation as before,
S
l
S 1S 4
From this latter form we have
*;
4
K 1H 2
S 1S 2 S 1S 2
1 2
S
1
S
2
or,
fe l *2
S l S 2
fc2 s 2 S 4
There remains to be considered the possibility that a = 1s^ 2s^ 4: ,12 4'
where X' £ (mod 0), and X' X' are not both SO (mod p).
ft
Suppose X^ i (mod p). We have then
h
2
-X '
4 Si is2^
S 2
or,
k
±
k
2
s 2 s 4
We may suppose X 1 , X 2 £ (mod p), for otherwise we have a ease previ-
ously considered. We may now write
*i fe 2
s i
Xi Xo
S l S 2
^1 ^2
S l S 2
xj x ±x 2 x 2
or,
h k 2
s 1 s 2
s 2 s 4
For X 4 = (mod p) we should have had merely this latter step to take
in order to accomplish the desired reduction.
Having now shown that case II (a) 2 reduces to one or the other of the
two standard forms
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(a) S l S 2 *
S 2 S 4
(b) S ± 1 ,
S 2 S 4
it is now desirable to show that these two forms do not reduce, each to the
other, by a change of notation. From (b)we have
*l ft 2 R l H 2
1 2
1 2
wx wy zy
S
l
S
2
S
4
w ' x„ w
'
y_ z
•
y
S i S 2
S
4
wx» wy' zy' v » x ' v • y • z » y »S l S 2 S 4 S l S 2 S 4
If this is to be of the form (a), at least the congruences
wx ' - w'x =
wy' - w' y =
(mod p)
must be satisfied. From these we have
(x' y - xy' )w = 0, {x' y - xy' )w' = 0.
Since we must have
xy' - x' y £ (mod p)
it follows that we must have
10 = w' , x = x'
, y = y'
,
and therefore
xy' - x' y f (mod p).
The reduction of (b) to ( a ) is therefore impossible, and cases II (A)„(a),
is
II (A) 2 (b) are actually distinct.
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Case II (a) 3 . As previously remarked, we can find ft 1 in K, say,
so as to have first of all,
where {s
1
,s
2 }
is abelian, type (1,1), order p
2
.
Then, since tne commutator subgroup is of order p , we must have
s 2 sjis^
We shall first suppose that \ 2 = (mod p), v ± i. (mod p), that is
We have then, for X 1 £ (mod p)
*i k 2
S l
S 2
*1
k
2
S
2
S
l
S
2
or,

18
1 S, 11
h 2 s 2 s^Sg
2 (vi ^ 0)
We thus have this latter form, regardless of whether or not X 1 = (mod p).
Prom this we have
\
h i •I*
2
*2
V ' V ' V
'
or,
*1 ^2
h ± si i
V 5>
S 2 SiS 2 2
Similarly, for v = (mod p) \ £ (mod p), regardless of whether
v = (mod p) or not, we obtain
2
~
fe
±
fe 2
s 2 1
These two latter forms are clearly equivalent since either may be obtained
from the other by an interchange of h ± and h 2 . For \ x = we have case
II (A) 3 (o).

For \ ± i. 0, we have
19
or,
- X ^ — X ^
-x.
S 2
-Xi
s 2
whence a£ain we have
or,
From this follows
S l S 2
S>2 $2
k 2
S 2 si
s 2 S 2
R
1
R
2
s 1s 2
-1

20
or,
fel *2
*1
-*
I
1 S 2
We have tnen, finally
-1,
s 1s 2 si
1
s 2
5
S 1S 2
or,
k
l ^2
H s l s 2
S 2 S l
We shall now suppose that \ 2 = (mod p), and v ± a (mod p), that is,
k 2
12 i
Xl
si 1
S 2 & 2
We have, for ^ i (mod p)
n i a
h 2 s l

21
or,
*2
i 1
S 2 s
V
'
zb 2
He need not consider the case v'2 = (mod p) for then S^m must contain an
abelian subgroup of index p. For this same reason we need not consider the
ease X^^ = 0, v 2 = 0, immediately above. For = we should have had the
form just obtained at once. We have then
<* fe 2
S i 1
hn 2 S
V 2 S
2
or,
1 fee2
S l 1
S 2 S 2
From this we have
si
1
or,

22
i,
fe 2
s i S 2
s 2
which has already been reduced to
fe 2
t, S 2
&g s 2 s l
Under case II (a) s , we have left to consider only the form
*i S l S l S 2
fe
s s 2 s^sl 2
where the conditions, X 8 i (mod p), v 1 & (mod p), are satisfied.
In this ease we have, first of all,
1
Si S l
ls
2
2 (^2^°)
X A X <->
S 2
2
X l X 1X 2 X 2 V 1 X 2 V 2b l b 2 6 1 & 2
or,
k l *2
*1 S l S 2
s 2
V l V 2S l S 2
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If V g i (mod p), we write
*
k 2 h
*2
V 2S
l
V 2
S 2
V 2S
2
V
l
V
2S
l
S
2
or,
*1 *2
h i S l S 2
a
S ?Sa S 1 1S P
We now write
h
l
S l S 1S 2
h h
X C S 1S 2
V«'-2 1+2
S l ^S 1S 2 )
or,
k 2
S i *2
a
S PI*
V£-l-l 1+2
8 ) So
Repetition of this last transformation $ives
fe l fe 2
s l S 2
h 2 S 2
(vI!-2)-3-l (l + 2)+2
S l S 2

24
Therefore by successive applications of this transformation, since p is an
odd prime, we obtain
*i *2
h S 2
V
S
l
We may suppose v A (mod p), for otherwise we have here one of the standard
forms sought.
For the purpose of determining what further reduction, if any, is poss-
ible for the form just obtained, let us write
t
*;
XX i S 2
•S"
i
V zz •
S
l
If this is to reduce to case II U) 3 (b), the congruences to be satisfied by
X p % f X y Z ) — —— all incongruent to zero (mod p) are
x z X z
x' z'
= o,
vz' X*
= 0, (mod P)
These congruences reduce to
x' = rx
z' = rz (mod p)
rx
2
s vrz
Clearly, these congruences may be satisfied by x, z, x' , z' , incongruent to
j
zero (mod p) if v is a quadratic residue (mod p).
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Cass II (a) 4 . In this case, no operator in G.m can have more than
p conjugates and hence h ± must be commutative with some operator outside H,
say k . Similarly hz must be
II
commutative with some operator outside H, and
this cannot be &
g
, or a power of k 2> for then {c,h x, h 2,k 2^ would be abelian
of index p. Hence we have
*2
hn 1 s 1
hh 2 1 s
m
from which by writing
hR
l
kR
2
h
a
n l
m
O 1X
a 2 1
we have
h
*1 s i
h z 1 s
This completes the reduction to standard form of all possibilities as
to the commutator subgroup, arising under case Ii, for p an odd prime.
For p = 2, under II (a) 2j it is clear that (a) and (b) represent the
only two possible cases, since
*i "2
s i S l
** S 2 S 4

26
for example, reduces by means of
*l
h s i l
2 2 2 4
to the form
*1
S l
1
So
<*
So.
and similarly, of course, for
** *2 •
Sl S 4
A
The manner of reduction of other possibilities to one of the foregoing
types is quite obvious, and we need not supply the detail.
Case II (A)g(a) clearly does not arise for p - 2. On the other hand.,
cases II (A) 3 (b) and II (a) 3 U) dc arise, and are readily snown to be irre-
ducible, the one to the other, not only for p = 2 but for p any prime.
The remaining possibility
fe
i
»i S 2
S 2 S 1S 2
is not reduced by the method employed for p an odd prime to the form

27
s 2 s ±
(v
=. 0,1)
and will be treated as a case in itself.
Determination of the Number of Abelian Subgroups of
Index p x (Case II).
It is readily verified that
k
1
k 2
S l S 3
s g s 4
implies that the commutator of h\°h\ k\°k 2^
o
,
h\h\k\h z^ is
« 3 Ii a
1 2
Jo a o Jo 8 C
We shall attempt to determine by means of this formula, in each case,
the normalizing subgroup* for each operator of the group, G^m. We shall
make considerable use of the fact that the general solution of the congru-
ence
x y
= Qy x Q i 0, y Q t 0, (mod p)
is x s rx Q
y - ry
r s 1, 2, , p-i (mod p)
*The subgroup composed of all the operators of the group which are com-
mutative Tfith this particular operator.
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Every operator of G
p
m is of the form
C representing an operator of the central. For convenience we shall divide
these operators into twelve mutually exclusive classes, as follows:
Operators Outside E and K Number of Operators.
1) a
o
£ o in
II
o
II
GO.
*o *
======
Jo 5
=============
p
m - 4 (p -
===:
I) 2
2) a
o
= M P m~ 4 (p - I) 2
3) «o =. i * G Jo = I)
2
4) a
o
i *• - Jo * p*~Hp - D 2
5) a
o
i o M Jo = p*- 4 (p - I) 3
6) a
o
i M *• ~ Jo* P m"4 (p - I) 3
7) a o t i ^ Jo p
m
~Hp - I) 3
8) a
o
=. 3o t io * Jo * p
m
~Hp - D 3
9) a
o
i o Jo* p*-Hp -
Operators o? # Outside C
10) a o and 3 C not both = t Q = Jo 2
m-4/ 2
P KP - 1)
Operators of I Outside C
11) a o = f*o 2 i eand Jo n0t both
=
m-4/ 2
P C P - 1)
Operators OF_TKE_ Central,
_
_G
12) a
o
=. 3o = *• 2 J'o 2
m-4
P
He may first of all remark that if an operator has for its normalizing

— =======^^
—
w
subgroup only the group generated by itself and the central, C, then this
operator has p conjugates under Gp*, and conversely. Moreover if an opera-
tor has p conjugates under G^m, then its normalizing subgroup is generated
by the central, C, the operator itself and another operator commutative with
the 2iven operator, and is therefore abelian.
We shall now proceed to a consideration of the individual cases under
II.
Case II (a)^ *k\° k^ is commutative with h^h^k^k'l, only when
a, 3, i, j, satisfy the following congruences:
= 0. *
The solutions of these congruences in the various cases, together with
the number of conjugates of the operators corresponding to these cases are
as follows:
i a i 3 3 a j 3
= o, = o, s o,
Jo 3oJo a o
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
Solutions
a s m<x Q) 8 = 0, i = mi o , j = 0,
a 2 0, 3 n$ Q , i = 0, J = nj ,
a 2 0, 3 = l$ Q , is li , j - 0,
a = ra
o
,
S = 0, i =. 0, j = rj Q ,
a = moi Q , 3 — ^3 Q , i = mi Qj j = 0,
Number of Conjugates
a = ma Q , 3
= m$ Q , i = 0, J 5 »J , P
a = B«a, 8 S 0, i = mi Q , j = otj
We shall omit hereafter
una e rstood,
explicit mention of the modulus, (mod p) being
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s)
9)
10)
11)
a = 0, 3 = m$ ot i = mi ot j = mj ,
a = j»a
o
, 3 2 w3 , i = »* , .7 = jbj ,
a and 3 unrestricted, i =. 0, j = 0,
a 2 0, 3 = 0, i and ,;' unrestricted,
P
P
3
P
Since, therefore, every operator of the group outside # and E has p"
conjugates no such operator can lie in an abelian subgroup of index p2 .
Moreover every operator of # and x outside their cross-cut, G, has p
2
con-
jugates and hence lies in just one abelian subgroup of index p 2 . Consequent
ly in Case II (a) 1 there are exactly 2 abelian subgroups of index p
2
. This
result is clearly valid for p = 2, as well as for p an odd prime.
Cass II (A) 2 (a). Since, in this case s 3 is replaced by s g ,
rt i 0/z 2 *i 0fe'2° is commutative with &*ftg&*fcg only when a, 0, i, j satisfy the
congruences:
:
J a
Jo a o
5
J 3
Jo 3o
5
Again we tabulate the solutions of these congruences in the various
cases, together with the number of conjugates of the operators correspond-
ing to these cases.
Solutions Number of Conjugates
1) a 2 /72a ,o 3 = mi , P
2
2) a = ^3 o> 3 = i
= j = nj >
2
P
3) a = o, 3 = Z3 G , i = J = o,
3
P
4) a = ra , 3=0, i =. 0, J = rj,
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5)
6)
7)
S)
10)
11)
a = woe, 3 = w3 , i = mt Q , j = 0,
a = m<x Q , 3 = ot3 d , t = 0, J = mj ,
a = »a
, 3 = 0,
is*, 3 = «3 , i = mi o> J =
a and 3 unrestricted, i = 0, j = 0,
a. = 0, 3 = 0, i and J unrestricted,
It will be of interest to give the details of the solution of the con-
gruences for class 9), since not all operators of this class in this ease,
nave the same number of conjugates under the entire $roup. From the con-
gruences
o
a
o
= 0,
J 3
Jo $ o
^ o,
we have, first of all,
oc 5 ma
, . 3 = «8 , i = mi OJ j = nj Q ,
We have besides, to be satisfied,
nJo mot
-o
=. 0,
to Po Jo a
or,
mi n$ j <x
+
<*
(m - n)
lo Jo
a 3o
= 0.
?or
io jo
oc 3o
i o
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we must therefore have m = n, and hence the corresponding operators have p8
conjugates.
On the other hand, for
*o Jo
m and n are unrestricted and the corresponding operators have p 2 conjugates.
Returning now to operators of classes (D and (2)., we note that the
normalizing subgroup of h[°k\° is {c, ( h^k^ ) , ( ^2°^°)} and the normalizing
subgroup of h 2 kt is each of these normalizing sub-
groups being abelian. The only operators of class 9) having exactly p 2 con-
jugates, are operators lying in such normalizing subgroups of operators of
the classes (1) and (2).
Now there are p B
~ 4
(jo - l) 2 operators of the form Gh^°k^°, and
pm-4( D _ 2) Operators of the form G/2 2 °k 2 °, Each such operator determines
the normalizing abelian subgroup of index p 2 in wnich it lies, that is, each
such operator lies in but one abelian subgroup of index p 2 . On the other
hand, each abelian subgroup of index p 2 containing operators of the form
0****1° or c^2 0ft 2° contains 2p m
~ 4:{p - 1) such operators. Hence of such a-
belian subgroups there are
2p*-Hp - I) 2
- r- ; = ,0 - I.
2.o m
- 4 (p - 1)
There are then, in all, in Case II (A) 2 (a) exactly p + 1 abelian subgroups
of index p 2 . This result is valid for p = 2, as well as for p an odd prime.
0L n 3 ft i n j .
Cass II (A) 2 (b). Here
9k
s
*k±"fig is commutative with
a 13 i j
&lft£&l&2 on ly when a, 3, i, j satisfy the congruences:
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i a 1 13 J 3
i Q 3o
=
Jo 3o
=
In the following tabalation of the results of the solution of these
congruences for the various classes of operators, we shall include, in case
the operators of a Siven class have less than p conjugates, tne normaliz-
ing subgroup.
i)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
Solutions
a = m<x
, $ z 0, i = mi
Number o7_0ouvaAT88 and
NORMALI ZI NG_SUB3R0UP
j unrestricted, , mi \
a unrestricted, p s n$ .i 3 0, j = nj
{
3. = 0, 3 = l$ > i = li , .1=0,
a unrestricted, 3 = 0, i = 0, j unrestricted,
a = moL of 3 = m$ of i = m i Q , j =
p2
{c, hv k 2)
a unrestricted, 8 = l&, i 3 0,
a = ra , 8 = 0, i = ri
J = U Q,
j unrestricted,
a = 0, 3 = ^3 Q > t 2 si^ j 5 raj,
a = wa ft , 3 - m$ Q , * 5 ^ J = ^J ,
S'or operators of t,ne form h\° we have
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a, 3, j unrestricted, i =
{c, h lt h 2 , k 2]
All other operators of this class have B for their normalizing
subgroup.
ii) For operators of the form k'2 ° we have
a, i, j unrestricted, (3 =
All other operators of this class have K for their normalizing
subgroup.
We see then, at once, that the only abelian subgroups of index p 2 are
p - 1 of the form {c, h*°h]°, fej,
p - 1 of the form {c, 'n 2 b'i°, .
There are then, in Gpm, in Cass II (A) 2 (t>) exactly 2p + 1 abelian sub-
groups of index p 2 , these being contained in the two non-abelian subgroups
{k, and {#, ft 2 }, whose cross-cut is the abelian subgroup {c, h ± ,
k
2]. This
result is valid for p = 5 as well as for p an odd prime.
Cass II (A) 3 (a). Here h\°}?2 °k\° k 2 ° is commutative with h^h 2^k\k 2
provided a, 3, i, j satisfy the congruences:
= 0,
i a j i 3 J a
+ V
Jo 3
= 0,
i 3o
+
Jo a o
>7here v is a quadratic non-residue (mod p). By virtue of the condition on
we have
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£ o
for all values of x'. z'not both congruent to zero. This fact will essenti-
ally affect the character of the solutions of the above system of congruen-
ces in certain cases.
We shall show that every operator of GpU outside B and K is contained
in just one abelian subgroup of index p 2 , and that these abelian subgroups
have notning in common with either H or K except the central, C.
For the classes (1) to (4) of operators we have:
Solutions
(i) a =. W
tf
, 3 = na o>
i = mi Q> j = n$ Qj
(2) a = m$ , 3 = n3 Q , i = mjof ,;' =. nj
(3) a e rv3 ,3 = l$ ot i = li Q , j = ri o-»
(4) as ra Q , 3 = Za , i = lvj ,j s rj
Normalizing Subgroup
k(^3o^°),(4 ^ )}
None of these normalizing subgroups have operators outside C in common
with either H or i.
For the classes (5) to (9) of operators the congruences to be solved
are as follows:
(5)
(6)
+ a i + v3 .;' e
- i D3 + 3 i + a j -
- vj 3 + a D i + v3 Qj =.
J Ga + 3 Q i + « J =•
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"
- l a - vj G 3 + a G i z. o
(7)
- io a - V J 3 + v,3 j =
(s)
-
- i Ga - vj 3 + a G i + v3 Q j S
(9)
- J'oa ~ ^o*3
+ M + °W 2 •«
The solution of one of these systems will be sufficient, for illustra-
tion. Consider the congruences for operators of class (5). For any arbi-
trary values assigned to i and j, a and 3 are definitely determined. There-
fore any operator of this class lies in just one abelian subgroup of index
p
2
.
If i and j are both congruent to zero, then a and 3 are both congruent
to zero; that is, the normalizing subgroup of an operator of class (5) nas
only C in common with H. For a = 0, 3 =. 0, the congruences become
+ vS j =
+ 3 J =
'
whence we have
(a* - v3*)i =
(v3o - 4)J = o
But v being a quadratic non-residue (mod p),
a| - v3l i 0,
a and 3 being ineongruent to zero by hypothesis. Therefore i and 1 are
o "
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both congruent to zero; that is, the normalizing subgroup of an operator of
class (5) has only C in common with K.
The method of solution for the congruences relating to classes (6) to
(9) is similar to the above, and the results obtained are the same, namely:
Eacn operator is contained m just one abelian subgroup of index p ,
and this is such as to have only C in common with H or K,
We therefore have the general result for Case II (A) 3 (a) that each
operator outside the central is contained in one and but one abelian sub-
group of index p 2 . There are then
= P 2 + tpm-2 — pm-4
abelian subgroups of index 9 .
Case II (A) 3 (b). This is a comparatively difficult case. The
congruences to be solved are the same as for the preceding case, except that
v is replaced by 1, a quadratic residue (mod p). There is therefore a wider
range of solutions for the congruences in question in this case than in the
preceding. It is no longer true that the normalizing subgroup of each oper-
ator outside the central is of order pm ~ 2 .
'fie shall show that every operator outside G has a normalizing subgroup
of order p m
~ 2 or p*" 1 , and that those operators having a normalizing sub-
group of order p™" 1 are contained in 2p + 2 subgroups of order pm - s each
containing C. We shall show that each of the 2p + 2 normalizing subgroups
corresponding, is non-abelian, and contains p + 1 abelian subgroups of order
p ffl
- 2
.
These 2(p + l) 2 abelian subgroups are, naturally, not all distinct,
and hence the determination of the actual number of distinct abelian sub-
groups of index p 2 in Qpm becomes somewhat complicated. The operators hav-
ing a normalizing subgroup of order p"1
*" 1 together with these normalizing
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subgroups are as follows:
Centrals Normalizing Subgroups
h 2 {c f h1 hzf h1 h-2 1 f k1 )q 1}
fa*!*?) {c,h± h 2 'hi^h'tii^}
{°> kl k2} h = [c, kx k2 fe^ 1 , h± h2
{c, fe± k2
±
,k1 k2 ,h1 h2}
{c, h1 h2 - k1 k2 } {pi h± ^2 ' R\ Rz > h± n2
1
1 k
{c, ftiAi 1 ' *!*!1}
( -1 -1
{C, ( k± k z )
2
} tt 5 ( k1 kz )
Z
f h1 hl
{c, Mi^tMiV} <4'3 ^ {c, h1 hi 1 -(k1 k2 1 ) z t h1
It will considerably lighten our task if ws observe by direct inspec-
tion that each of the groups of order pm_1 listed above does transform into
themselves the operators of the corresponding centrals, that each is non-
abeiian, and that each contains two and therefore p + 1 abelian subgroups
of index p2 under Gpm .
If we observe further that the p + 1 subgroups,
i.; ti, e
[i]
, q[
z]
,li 1
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have a common non-abelian cross-cut,
we are able to say that these p + 1 subgroups involve every operator of G^m.
Similarly, the p + 1 subgroups,
a 2> 2> -2 ' ~2 * Q
[p-l]
> *2
have a common non-abelian cross-cut,
and hence involve every operator of
If, then, we prove our assertion that the operators of Gpm not contained
in the So + 2 centrals listed above have exactly © conjugates, we shall
proved that all the abelian subgroups of index p under Gpm are comprised
in the 2{p + l) 2 such subgroups already mentioned, and our problem will then
be reduced to the determination of the number of distinct subgroups among
these 2{p + l) . With this object in mind we shall now examine, for the
various classes of operators of Gpm, the solutions of the congruences:
i a J 3
+
Jo 3 C
= o,
i 3 J a
+
Jo a o
E 0.
For operators of classes (D to (4), we obtain, just as for Case II(a) 3
tne result that each operator has a normalizing subgroup of order p m
~ 2
, and
that none of these normalizing subgroups have operators outside G in common
witn either B or K. For operators of classes (5) to (8), we find, as for
Case II (A) 8 (a), that the normalizing subgroup is of order p
m ~ 2
, in every
case, but it is no longer true that these normalizing subgroups have only
G in common with E or K.
Consider now the congruencss for operators of class (10). They are
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ia + ,;3 =
i3 + J'a 2
whence we have
(otf - (3|)i =
For a i ;3 C , a £ - 3 Q , we must have
i =. 0, j = 0.
That is, the only operators in ff, outside C, commutative with any operator
outside ffj are those for which a Q = 3 07 and those for which a o — "- 3 . But
these operators occur in the list of centrals £iven above.
Consider in like manner the congruences for operators of class (//)
They are
i oc + jj =
j cl * i o3 =
whence we have
CiJ - =
Ul - i|)3 «f
For i ^ Jo, io ^ - Jo* we must have
a = 0, 3 2 0.
That is, the only operators in X, outside C, commutative with any operator
outside X, are those for which i = j , and those for which i o ~ J . But
these operators also occur in the list of centrals sUven abov a
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For operators of class (9) the congruences with which we are concerned
may be written
ioa + J'o3 = a i + 3 j
j' a + i8 = 3i+ajJ o o o
from which we have
(il - j*)a z i U i + 3 c j) - J (3 i + a ej)
and also
(a* - 0»)t = a (i a + j 8) - B (j a * {Jl|
(3o ~ a o)j - B (* oc + J'o3) - oc c(j a + i 3).
Thus we see at once that except when some one or two of the conditions
a
c
= 3
,
a G =
- 3 C , i Q = j , i = - J
are satisfied, a and 3 are definitely determined when i and j are fixed, and
similarly i and j are definitely determined when a and 8 are fixed. There-
fore, in general, the operators of class (9) have exactly p 2 conjugates.
It is now necessary to prove merely that operators of class (9) satis-
fying only one of the foregoing exceptions of conditions have exactly p
2
conjugates, for such operators are not in the list of centrals given above.
Consider, for example, the case
i Q
5 Jo* a o i 3 , a o ^
_
3 .
The congruences to be satisfied are
i U + P) S a i + 3 j = 3 i + a .;
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whence
(oc - 3 c )i = (a - 8 ).;
and therefore
i s j.
There remains to be satisfied
i (ot + 3) = Si(oc + 3 G ).
Hence if a and 3 are fixed, i is determined. Therefore the normalizing sub-
group is of order p m
~ 2
,
and the operator in question nas p 2 conjugates.
The cases
P..
J o*
Jo,
are treated in a quite similar manner with similar results.
We have therefore established that every operator of G^m not included
in the list of 2p + 2 centrals given above has exactly p z conjugates, and
hsnce lies in just one abelian ^group of index p 2 . But, as indicated before,
the 2{ p + l) abelian subgroups of index p already mentioned are such as to
include every operator of G„ m . The normalizing subgroups of all operators
outside the centrals in question are therefore included in these 2(p + l)
subgroups. And, on the other hand, the 2p + 2 non-abelian subgroups of in-
dex p, being the normalizing subgroups of the operators of these 2p + 2 cen-
trals, contain all the abelian subgroups in which the operators of these
centrals can lie. These 2p + 2 non-abelian subgroups of index p therefore
contain all the abelian subgroups of any order of Gp m, and in particular all
*o S - Jo> a o ^ 3 > a o ^ "
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the abelian subgroups of index p2 .
It is at once clear that the (p + l) 2 abelian subgroups of order pm
~ 2
contained in the p + 1 subgroups of index p corresponding to the p + 1 sub-
groups of order p in the quotient group, G/Jlt are all distinct.
Likewise the (p + l) 2 abelian subgroups of order pm~ 2 contained in the
p + 1 subgroups of index p corresponding to the p + 1 subgroups of order p
in the quotient group, G/Ja» are all distinct.
We shall show, however, that there are in all but (p + 1) distinct
abelian subgroups of index p , and hence that the two sets of (p + 1) dis-
tinct abelian subgroups just mentioned are, in fact, identical.
In order to determine how many abelian subgroups of index p
z
are count-
is
ed more than once in obtaining the number 2{p + 1) , we consider the cross-
cuts of the 2p + 2 non-abelian subgroups,
H> *i> q{
2\ > Q [r 1]
[l] [2] [p-1]
We have already noted that the cross-cut of the groups in the first row
above is
and that the cross-cut of the groups in the second row is
J2 =. {c, h 1 h 2f k 1k^ }
both these cross-cuts being non-abelian. i'fe have left to consider, then,
merely the cross-cuts of groups in the first row with those in the second.
2
Of these cross-cuts there are clearly (p + l) .
Let us consider, first of all,
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We lisL the following:
Subgroups
^2* % 2> 0.2
Ef]
Cross-cuts
H ± and 5 2
K ± and I }
ff« and K,
K 1 and ff 2
^ 1
and q\
1 ^
it and e 2
l]
[i]
# 2 and @i
?« and
m
(ft,*!***!***}
1 1 L
{C ) h 1h 2 -{k 1k 2 ) v&iAg
1
}
fc,ft 1 ft 8 -(ft 1 ft 8 )
i
,ft 1 ft;
1
}
Per i = -Z, 5,
tains
jp - lj the above list of cross-cuts eon-
4(p - 1) + 4 = 4p
distinct subgroups of order ,c m
~ 2
, all abelian.
We now note that the cross-cut of
and
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is
2
For i,j = 1, 2, , p - 1, we have then (p - 1) additional dis-
tinct abelian cross-cuts of index p z under G^m.
We have then, in all,
(p - if + 4p = (p + i) 2
distinct abelian cross-cuts. Sach of these is counted exactly twice in the
enumeration of the abelian subgroups contained in the 2p + 2 non-abelian
subgroups of index p, in question. It results, therefore, that there are
exactly
2{p + if - CjP + if = (p + 2) 2
distinct abelian subgroups of index p
2
contained in G^m. Moreover these
abeli^o subgroups are, of course, exactly the (p + 1) cross-cuts listed
immediately above.
For p = 2, on the other hand, in Case II (a) 3 (M, namely:
k 1 h 2
s 1 s g
S 2 S 1fe2
it is readily seen that every operator outside the subgroup
which for p = 2 is abelian, has p 2 conjugates. Therefore there are
+ 1 = 2+13*2*-*
abelian subgroups of index p 2 .
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Case II (a) 3 (o). The congruences to be solved in this ease are
i <X
— o,
i 3
+
K 3 Q
E 0.
Suffice it to say, as to the solutions of these congruences, that every
operator of Gp » outside the central C has exactly p
z
conjugates, with the
exceptions noted below. The operators of these exceptional classes each
have p conjugates, only. We list also the corresponding normalizing sub-
grouos.
Operators
Ch'9
Gk\
NORMALIZING_SUBGROUPS
{c,h lt h 2,k 2 )
{p> ^2}
We have here p + 1 non-abelian subgroups of order pm
~ 1 having a common
cross-cut of order p a~ 2 , namely,
{c, h 2 , k 2)
Tnese ,c + 1 subgroups therefore involve every operator in Gpm.
The central of each of these p + 1 subgroups is of order p m ~ 3 , and is
contained in their common cross-cut. Therefore each of tnese p + 1 subgroup
contains p + 1 abelian subgroups of order p m
~ 2
, but in this enumeration the
subgroup
{c, h 2 ,
k
2 }
is counted p + 1 tiaies. No other subgroup is counted more than once. There
are then, contained in these p + 1 non-abelian subgroups,
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(p + if - P = P2 + jD + 1
m 2
abelian subgroups of order p ~ . Moreover, each operator of G pm is contain-
ed in at least one of these abelian subgroups. Therefore the p + 1 non-
abelian subgroups of index p, in question, contain all the normalizing sub-
groups for operators of Gpm, and thus contain all the abelian subgroups of
Gpm. The number of abelian subgroups of index p 2 , in this case, is then
exactly
p
2
+ p + 1.
This result is clearly valid also for p = 2.
Under Cass II (a) 3 , there remains to be considered, for p = 2, the case
S 2
h2 s 2 s l s 2
It is readily verified that in this case every operator of the group
outside the central has exactly p 2 conjugates, and hence the group contains
pm - pK_4 P
, ! = p
2 + 1
px-2_ pm-4
abelian subgroups of index p 2 , just as in Case II (A) 3 (b), for this value
of p.
Cass II (a) 4 . In this case the commutator subgroup is cyclic,
of order p. Each operator outside the central, C, is normalized by a sub-
group of index p. The operators of any subgroup of order p m
~ 3 containing
C are normalized by the same subgroup of index p. The p 3 + p 2 + p + 1 sub-
groups of order p*~ 3 containing C are therefore in one-to-one correspond-
ence with the p a + p 2 + p + 1 subgroups of order p m-1 containing C, the
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former being, respectively, the centrals of the latter. Hence each of the
normalizing subgroups contains p + 1 abelian subgroups of order p m
~ 2
.
It results, therefore, that each operator of Gp m outside the central
lies in exactly p + 1 abelian subgroups of index p 2 . There are P m - pm ~ A
such operators, and pm ~ 2 - p m ~ A are contained in any given abelian subgroup
of index p 2 . If we let I represent the number of distinct abelian subgroups
of index P 2 in Gp m, we have the equation
if
'
Hp*' 2 - jd»- 4 ) - (pm - pm
~ 4 )(p + i),
where each member of the equation represents the number of operators of G m
outside C, each counted once for eacn time it is contained in an abelian
group of index p 2 . It results that
S = ,o 8 + p
2
+ p + 1.
Case II (B). The commutator of h^h^k^k"^
, &i*2*i*2 is
s
It is readily seen from this that operators of the abelian group,
outside C, have only p conjugates, while all other operators of Gp m outside
C have p 2 conjugates. The operators having only p conjugates, with their
normalizing subgroups are as follows:
Operators Normalizing Subgroups
r
i 3 3 a |] J 3
+
>
Jo a o|J
+
Jo
> ) > ^ ±j k i }
{e,hz, h lf ktf or, {c,h 2f k ±}
{C,k 2> h ±,k^ or, {c,fe 2 , Z^}
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The central of each of these p + 1 subgroups of index p is of order p*~ and
is contained in their common cross-cut,
Therefore, just as in Case II (a) 8 (o)., each of these p + 1 subgroups contain;
p + 1 abelian subgroups of index p 2 , but in this enumeration the abelian
cross-cut is counted p + 1 times. There are then
2 g
(p + 1) - p = p + p + 2
abelian subgroups of index p z under Gp m, contained in the p + 1 subgroups
in question. But these are all the abelian subgroups of index p
2 in Gpm,
for each operator in G
p
m outside [c,
h
lf is contained in one of these
abelian subgroups of index p 2 , and Having p 2 conjugates is contained in no
other abelian subgroup of index p 2 .
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CASE III
No Abblian Subgroup op Index p. G„n Contains
Onb or Mors Invariant Abblian Subgroups of Index p z , but
is Generated by no Two op These.
We shall first prove the following general theorem.
Theorem. If a group of order p m , p a prime, contains no abelian sub-
group of index p, but contains one or more invariant abelian subgroups of
index p 2 , no two of which generate it, then the total number of abelian sub-
groups of index p 2 contained in this group is congruent to unity (mod p).
If there is but one invariant abelian subgroup of index p 2 contained in
the given $roup, Gpu, it is clear that the total number of abelian subgroups
of index p z contained in Gp m is congruent to unity (mod p).
If there are two invariant abelian subgroups of index p 2 contained in
Spm, then, since by hypothesis these two subgroups cannot generate G^m, thei :j
cross-cut, C, of order pm
~ 3
,
is the central of a subgroup, Gpm-i, of index
p, which contains exactly p + 1 invariant abelian subgroups of order p a
~ 2
,
any two and all of which have the cross-cut C. Suppose now that G^m contain i
another invariant abelian subgroup of index p 2 . The cross-cut of this sub-
group with each of the p + 1 in Gp m-i must be of order p
m ~ 3
, since by hypoth
esis no two invariant abelian subgrouos of index p 2 generate the entire
group, and therefore this additional abelian subgroup of index p 2 must also
contain G, The operators of are therefore commutative with every operator
of Gpm, and since the central of Gpm cannot be of order p
m ~ 2
t must be the
central.
We have now proved that G m, containing more than one invariant abelian
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subgroup of index P 2 , either contains exactly p + l invariant abelian sub-
groups of index p 2 , or else the central of Gp m is of order p
m~ 3
and every
invariant abelian subgroup of index p 2 contains the central. In case the
central actually is of order p m~° the invariant abelian subgroups of index
p 2 correspond to the invariant subgroups of order p in the central quotient
group. This central quotient group, being of order p 3 and containing, as
we here suppose, more than one invariant subgroup of order p, and no sub-
group of order p 2 , must be abelian, type (1,1,1), The number of its sub-
groups of order p is then p 2 + p + 1, and this, as stated above, is the num-
ber of invariant abelian subgroups of index p 2 contained in G m. The gener-
al theorem stated concerning the total number of abelian subgroups of index
p
2
, for Case III, is therefore proved.
We now observe further that if the central of G^m is of order p
m~ 8
, as
in the case .iust considered, then every abelian subgroup of index p 2 must
contain the central, if Gpm is to have no abelian subgroup of index p.
Therefore, under the hypothesis for Oasi III, a group, Gpm, which contains
p
2
+ p + 1 invariant abelian subgroups of index p , can contain no non-in-
variant abelian subgroups of index p 2 at all. Moreover when the central of
Gpm is of order p B" 3 and Gp m contains no abelian subgroups of index p, since
the central quotient group, of order ,o 3 , can contain no cyclic subgroup of
order p 2 , it must contain either 1 or p
2
+ p + 1 invariant subgroups of or-
der p, and Gp m consequently contains 1 or p
2
+ p + 1 invariant abelian sub-
groups of index p
2
. If it contains only one invariant abelian subgroup of
index p
2 then it also contains p + 1 sets of conjugate abelian subgroups of
index p
2
, each of these sets containing p subgroups. Any two of these
p( v + 1 ) non-invariant abelian subgroups of index p
2
which are not conjugate
generate the entire group, GIL*, for any two non-invariant, non-conjugate,

subgroups of order p of the central quotient group generate this quotient
group. It, thersfora results that under the hypothesis stated for Case I,
namely that Gp m is generated by no two of its abelian subgroups of index p
2
,
the P 2 + p •+ 1 abelian subgroups of index p 2 shown to exist when the central
is of index p 3 , are all invariant.
For convenience of reference we shall incorporate the foregoing facts
in a theorem.
Theorem. If a group of order pm , p a prime, contains no abelian sub-
group of index p, and has a central of index p 3 , then either
i) it contains exactly p 2 + p + 1 abelian subgroups of index p 2 , all
of which are invariant, and no two of which generate the group, or,
ii) it contains exactly p 2 + p + 1 abelian subgroups of index p 2 , one
only of which is invariant, the remaining pip + 1) forming p + 1 sets of p
conjugates each, and the group being generated by any two of these which
are non-conjugate. In either case every abelian subgroup of index p 2 con-
tains the central.
As stated in the introduction, Cass I, though for convenience in demon-
stration formulated a priori as a case in itself, appears on investigation
of the implications of the hypothesis characterizing it, to be actually a
subcase of Case III. Under the hypothesis of Case III (including now Case
I), we have thus far formulated certain conditions under which the number
of abelian subgroups of index p is either 1, p + 1, or p
2
+ p + 1,
These conditions clearly include all possibilities except the follow-
ing.
(a). The central of G^m is of order p m
~ 4
.
G
p
m contains exactly p + 1
invariant abelian subgroups of index p 2 all contained in a single non-abel-
ian subgroup of index p, G m contains also non- invariant abelian subgroups
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of index p
z
, and is generated by two abelian subgroups of index p 2 . G„m
contains no abelian subgroup of index p.
(b). The central of Gpm is of order p m~ 4 . Gp m contains exactly one
invariant abelian subiroup of index p 2 . G^m also contains non-invariant
abelian subgroups of index p 2 and is generated by two abelian subgroups of
index p 2 , G D m contains no abelian subgroup of index p.
The central is required to be of order p m
~4
, because the group Gpm is
by hypothesis generated by two abelian subgroups of index p 2 , and we have
already considered the possibility that the cross-cut of these two generat-
ing subgroups is of order p m
~ 3
. In Case (a) the central, Gpm-4, must be
contained in the cross-cut, of order p
m~ 8
of the p + 1 invariant abelian
subgroups of index p 2 , since this cross-cut is the central of the subgroup
of index p which contains them. In Case (b) the central, Cpm-4, must be
contained in the one invariant abelian subgroup of index p 2 , since no opera-
tor outside this subgroup can be commutative with all of its operators, if
Gpm is to contain no abelian subgroup of index p.
We shall make no attempt here to enumerate the possible cases which
may arise under (a) and (b), but shall content ourselves with the fact that
the total number of abelian subgroups of index p
2 is, in any case, congru-
ent to unity (mod p) .
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CASS IV
Gpm, NoN-ABELIAN, CONTAINS AT LEAST ONE ABELIAN
Subgroup o? Index p.
We snail prove the following theorem.
Theorem. If a non-abelian group of order p m , p a prime, contains at
least one abelian subgroup of index p, the number of its abelian subgroups
A
is coniruent to unity (mod p).
There are two eases. Let us first suppose that Gpm has just one abel-
ian subgroup, S m-i, of index p. wow if Gp m contains an abelian subgroup,
|
J, of index p
2
,
whicn is not contained in Gp m-i, this abelian subgroup J,
being of order p m
~ 2
, must have p
m ~ 3 operators in common with g-a-i. Since
both Gpm-i and J are abelian and generate Gpm, their p m
~ 3 common operators
must be commutative with every operator in Gpm. But the central of
cannot be of order p m
~ 2
, ror then Gpm would contain p + 1 abelian subgroups
of index p 2 . Therefors the central of Gpm is exactly the cross-cut, G, of
Gpm-i and J. That is, we have proved that if Gp m has just one abelian sub-
group of index p, thsn its central is of order p m
~ 3 and every abelian sub-
group of index p z , not contained in tne one abelian subgroup of index p,
contains the central. Now corresponding to every subgroup of order p in the
central quotient group is an abelian subgroup, of index p 2 under G m, which
contains the central. The total number of such abelian subgroups of index
p
2
,
is, of course congruent to unity (mod p), and the number of these con-
tained in Gpm-i is again congruent to unity (mod p), Tnerefore the number
of abelian subgroups of index p 2 under Gpm, and not contained in Gpm-i is
congruent to zero (mod p). Since the number of subgroups of order pm~ 2 in
G m- i is congruent to unity (mod p), we have the result that the total num-
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ber of abelian suogrouos of index p 2 contained in Gp m is congruent to unity
(mod p).
Let us now suppose, on the other hand, that Gpm contains p + 1 abelian
subgroups of index p. The central is now of order p m
~ 2 and is the common
cross-cut of the o + 1 abelian subgroups of index p. An additional abelian
suogroup, J, of index p 2 , could set have merely p m
~ 4
operators in common
with the central, for then the entire group, Gpm, would be abelian. J then
must have p m ~ 3 operators in common with the central, and hence must lie in
one of the p + 1 abelian subgroups of index p. Therefore the abelian sub-
grouos of index p 2 contained in Gp m are nothing other than the subgroups of
i
order p m
~ 2 contained in the p + 1 abelian subgroups of order p m-1 . Now the
cen&ral is the only subgroup of order p m
~ 2
contained in two of these p + 1
subgroups. Hence the- total number of distinct subgroups of order p m
~ 2
con-
tained in them is of the form
I *i - p,i= i
where I. is congruent to unity (mod p). Therefore also in this ease, the
number of abelian subgroups of index p 2 contained in 8L« is congruent to
unity (mod p).
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS.
The main results of the foregoing investigation may be summarized in
the following theorems.
Theorem 1. A group of order p m containing no abelian subgroup of in-
dex p, inhere p is a prime, and having a central not of index p4 , contains
0, 1, p + 1, or p
2 + p + 1
abelian subgroups of index p
2
.
Theorem 2. The number of invariant abelian subgroups of index p
2
con-
tained in a group of order p m which has no abelian subgroup of index p,
where p is a prime, and whose central is of index p4 , may be any one of and
no other than the following:
0, 2, p + 1, p
2 + p + 1, 2p + 1, p 2 + 2p + 1, ;g 3 + p 2 + p * j.
A A
Theorem 3. The number of abelian subgroups of index p 2 contained in
a group of order p* having at least one abelian subgroup of index p, where
p is a prime, is congruent to unity (mod p)
,
Theorem 4. The necessary and sufficient condition thai a group of
order p m having no abelian subgroup of index p, where p is a prime, shall
contain two (only) abelian subgroups of index p , is that it be generated
by two invariant abelian subgroups of index p 2 , and that its commutator
subgroup be of order p 4 .
Under the foregoing conditions the commutator subgroup and the central
quotient group are both of order p- and abelian, type (1,1,1,1),
Theorem 5« The number of abelian subgroups of any given order con-,
tained in a group of order p m , where p is a prime and m < 8, is congruent
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to unity (mod p).
It may be remarked that, under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, the number
p 2 + p + 1 can occur only when the central is of index p3 ; also, under the
hypothesis of Thsorem 2, the numbers p 2 + p + 1, 2p + 1, p 2 + 2p + 1,
p 3 + p
2 + p + 2 can occur only when all the abelian subgroups of index p2
are invariant.
The general theorems quoted in the introduction furnish the proof for
every case arising under the hypothesis of Theorem 5, except for the deter-
mination of the possible number of abelian subgroups of order p4 in a group
of order p 6 , and the number of those of order p 5 in a .group of order p 7 .
That this number cannot be two, and is therefore congruent to unity (mod p)
follows from Theorem 4.
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